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SEMINAR
To Become

Master Of Bull & Bear
How to trade in mcx
Short Term Intraday Techniques To Trade in NSE, MCX (specially Gold, Silver), Currency based on

W D Gann Swing Technique

Simplified for common man
(1 day theory hotel+1day practical webinar)
(Scroll down for details)

GOLD

CMP: 32989(oct)

GOLD IS IN BULL GRIP .The immediate major resistance 32400and above 32600gold gold can rise till 3380034200.We are very cautious around 34200 level .A good sell off is not ruled out from this level for a target of 29500
for coming days.(1420-1425 is very good resistance for dollar).For coming days we expect gold to show some
correction.The immediate target for gold is 32400-32500

SILVER

CMP: 53212

Silver for current week has very good resistance @55500 and 58500.For current week be bearish in silver
around this level for lower target of 47500-48000.The stoploss need to be 59000.The mandi in silver can
be initiated only if trades below 53000.Silver is just trading for upside target of 61200.Turning level join us.
For coming week i.e till 5th September we are bearish on silver for target 52000

COPPER

CMP:486.95

Be in teji in copper till above 460.Just do Tejin copper around 460-465 with 454.9 as stoploss and target
490-510.Copper has achived its weekly upside target now be cautious.As expected copper touch a high of
510 Noe be cautious.Copper is heading for target 465.

NICKEL

CMP: 928.2

Nickel has support @ 875-880 zone and major resistance around 930-940and 1000.Best intraweek level to
buy nickel is 875-878 with 864 as stoploss and 930 and 1000 target in coming days.Nickel has achived its
target of 1000 as expected.Now reversal till 930 is not ruled out.

NATURAL GAS

CMP:239.5

Natural gas for current week sell around 260with 262.1 as stoploss and 238 and 224 as target in coming days

ZINC

CMP: 128.25

Zinc is in bull market and heading for target 135.For turning points join us.Zinc achived its target 135 and
fallen.Now be cautious in zinc

Lead

CMP: 145.15

Lead is heading for target 155 in coming days.For turning point join us.Lead has achived its target of 155 and
fallen.Now be cautious.

CMP: 7246
CRUDE OIL

.

.Intraweek major resistance in crude is at 6950 zone.Above 7000 crude shall shoot up at high
speed.Technically crude oil can rise till even 8000 level.Just be in teji till reversal signal is not found.Crude
after making a high of 7784 has shown some reversal.Now for intraday 7660 is the best level to short
crude with 7791 as stoploss.

Our accuracy is 60-70% on an average
We proudly say but 100 % you will be in profit

No trial calls at free of cost
5days trial @ 1500/- per5 trading daysDaily 5-6 calls Charges Rs. 7000/- per month Metals,
Bullion, Energy
Newsletter subscription:Charges 2000/- per month and 5000/- per quarter(2 newsletter are
provided for paid client one in morning and 1 in evening—only if major fluctuations)
Portfolio advisory on capital above 10 lakhs or minimum 10 lots of gold and silver on
sharing model

SEMINAR
Note:

Rs 3500 /- is charge as registration fees

For Registration ==>
 Restricted to 20 people first come first basis
 No spot entries
 Register online (www. moneymint. net) to get hall ticket
We, @ Moneymint Consultancy, teach-train-coach in live market with 100% practical
approach for TRADING to become a successful trader

One Day Powerful Trading Workshop











The Basic Program contains High Probability Trading Strategies based on
Gann swing chart and simple mathematical calculations for Active Traders Seeking
Daily Income!
Whether you’re a professional trader or a total new baby, you will receive
insights and strategies that could easily be worth thousands to your bottom-line.
Based on simple strategy you can trade in NSE BSE MCX FOREX NCDEX
We, @ Moneymint Consultancy, teach, train, coach in live market with 100%
practical approach for TRADING to become a successful trader
What is covered in this Basic trading mentoring program?

Fully Disclosed, High Probability Techniques for Consistent profit
A simplified method based on Gann swing chart and how by learning just 4 types
of bar you can learn the entire trend structure of the market.
Like every substance is made up of molecule, these 4 bars are molecules of
market and entire market patterns are formed based on this pattern.
1bar Gann swing chart; 2 bar Gann swing chart and 3 bar Gann swing chart.
Impulsive and corrective wave structure to know major trend of market.
Importance of trend v/s slope of market
Importance of Gann levels for entering in the market, where the probability of trend
reversal is highest
Where to Place Your Entries at the Best Price So That You Getting In a BIG Move
Before Everyone Else is!
A Little-Known Method for Setting Your Profit Objectives for a Maximum Gainand
a High Winning Percentage!
Where to Place Your Stop Losses to Reduce Your Risk Without Losing Too Much
Money or Getting Stopped Out Too Soon!
And I’ve perfected a method for teaching you how to read a chart with the ease
without much indicators! “You’ll see opportunities where most other people will
not!”
I REPEAT: THIS KNOWLEDGE IS EYE OPENER FOR EXPERIENCED TRADER OR
NEWCOMER. KNOWLEDGE IS PRESENTED IN VERY VERY SIMPLE MANNER.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
 100% Profit Making Technique in RISING & FALLING market
 Trading Plan for Intraday Trader, Short term Investor
 To trade on daily basis irrespective of market condition
 To earn without being bias in market (buying/ selling)

About Speaker: NileshSarda (BE)
NileshSarda, an Engineer, is trader by passion and profession .He has simplified Gann study for
common man. Based on the studies a trader can predict tops and bottoms of market. He has
simplified various mathematical calculations in easy language to interpret. Specially designed
excel sheet for Square of 9, Gann levels, Range, are in ready format to trade in market. He makes
sure, every man who has urge to learn, understands the concepts in very simple manner.
Every script or commodity has particular orientation for square of 9. And its implication is
explained very well practically in live market. Gann Square of 9, Gann ABCD patterns, Gann
emblem, time projection, Gann angel, Price Overlays, squaring of price and time methods are
explained in very simple language for Indian market in live trading.
Major success includes predicting nifty top of 6300 and bottom 4570, silver top of 72000,
Lead bottom of 89, zinc bottom of 89, crude bottom of 4480 are recent predictions the list goes
on!!!!
Apart from all swings, highs and lows of all commodities and equity are predicted on daily
basis on online portal www.moneymint.net & www.valuenotes.com
Visiting Faculty in management colleges
Column writer for investment Magazine and Online portals
Trained more than 1000 participants to trade in market
Train people with practical approach to trade
W. D. Gann
the legendary Financial Prophet in the Early Twenties
To most of the technical analysts and financial traders, the name, William Delbert Gann, is well-known. Gann
was one of the greatest traders in the early twenty centuries, who has extremely arcane trading analysis techniques
and methods that based on ancient mathematics and geometry. Yet, as it was never unveiled explicitly, the theory of
Gann is admired by most, but grasped by few. One of his important techniques, the Gann Square of 9, was said to
be inspired from the structure of Egyptian and Indian temples. Unfortunately, the details of his theory are often kept in
veil. Late comers are very difficult to grasp the essence of his techniques. To the surprise of the reporter, Gann
stroked a return of 1000% on his trading capital. He had made a total of 286 trades in 25 market days, 264 times won
and 22 times lost. The profit rate was up to 92.3%. During that month, the average interval between trades was only
20 minutes. On one trading day, he made totally 16 trades, 8 out of them are the reversal points of the intra-day
market fluctuation.
According to Gann's friend William Gilley, "One of the most astonishing calculations made by Mr. Gann was during
last summer [1909] when he predicted that September Wheat would sell at $1.20. This meant that it must touch that
figure before the end of the month of September. At twelve o'clock, Chicago time, on September 30th (the last day)
the option was selling below $1.08, and it looked as though his prediction would not be fulfilled. Mr. Gann said, 'If it
does not touch $1.20 by the close of the market it will prove that there is something wrong with my whole method of
calculation. I do not care what the price is now, it must go there.' It is common history that September Wheat
surprised the whole country by selling at $1.20 and no higher in the very last hour of trading, closing at that figure."
Based on number he predicted elections date; world war and so on.

Gann Theory is only theory which predicts time and price. We try to apply this
theory for Indian market in a very very simplified manner.

Disclaimer:
This document is not for public distribution and is meant solely for the personal information of the authorised recipient.
This document does not constitute an investment advice or an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy/sell any security
and is not intended for distribution in countries where distribution of such material subject to any licensing, registration or
other legal requirements.
The information, opinion, views contained in this document are as per prevailing conditions and are of the date of
appearing on this material only and are subject to change. Past performance is no guarantee and does not indicate or guide
to future performance.
The content in this document is intended for general information purposes only. This document or information mentioned
there for should not form the basis of and should not be relied upon in connection with making any investment. The
recipients should therefore obtain your own professional, legal, tax and financial advice and assessment of the risk profile
and financial condition before considering any decision.

